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Bizzy Bear is off in his submarine for an exciting underwater adventure!Today, Bizzy Bear is off in

his submarine for an exciting underwater adventure! With clever sliders to push and pull, little

readers will love to help him descend into the ocean, avoid the scary octopus on the sunken ship,

and, finally, discover the hidden treasure.
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The bright colors and rounded illustrations provide a welcoming tone, pulling little ones in to the

world with ease. The panels are so sturdy and well-engineered even the most excitable readers will

be able to move them up and down without fear of destroying the book. A fine read for any tot that

loves adventure.â€”Kirkus Reviews

Benji Davies, from a young age, was invariably found drawing and painting at the kitchen table, a

scene which is often repeated to this day. He is the illustrator of a number of picture books,

including all the Bizzy Bear titles and the best-selling app. Benji Davies lives in east London with his

wife.

Bought this for my 15 month old and she loves it! I love that the pages and the moveable parts of



the book are very thick. It's very hard to rip off. Baby girl has definitely ripped a lot of flaps in other

books but this is super sturdy. The colors are bright and the book is engaging. Not many words or

phrases so I just end up explaining what is going on. Definitely a great book for younger babies that

may still be ripping flaps.

Our 1 1/2 year old is a huge Bizzy Bear fan! We have several and would love to buy more soon, too!

They are sturdy with thick pages, so they are harder to rip than a typical lift the flap book. Highly

recommend!

I bought this book for an airplane ride across the country with my one year old daughter. She

LOVED it! Having never read or owned one of these books before I was hopeful when I read about

the various features of it. It is everything it claims! My daughter will now bring me this book from her

bedroom to read to her. In the week and a half since introducing this book to her she can now

operate almost every page on her own. There is only one which is a little difficult for her but she

almost has it down. Overall, I plan on buying many more of these books! This is definitely one of the

best books I have bought for my daughter yet. I love it!

Great series of books. My little friend loves them.

Big slides are great for little fingers/hands!

Good book. Just arrived with a little defect on he cover.

Perfect

Great book! My child loves it. Only reason I gave it four stars is because she is really rough and was

able to break this book apart pretty easily. I would still definitely recommend because it is such a

cute book and love how interactive it is.
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